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In the absence of a direct discovery of new particles, precision measurements of the properties of
known particles will provide the most powerful probe for phenomena beyond the Standard Model.
Future electron positron linear colliders with polarised beams, like the International Linear Col-
lider (ILC), will provide a unique laboratory for such measurements, complementary to hadron
colliders.
In this contribution, we will review in particular the prospects for electroweak precision mea-
surements, like the left-right asymmetry, as well as for measurements of charged triple gauge
couplings based simulations of the ILD detector concept for the ILC. In all of these, the exact
knowledge of the beam polarisation and the beam energy plays an important role. Therefore we
will also discuss the precision determination of these accelerator parameters from collision data.
We will pay special tribute to the most recent discussions concerning a possible first stage of the
ILC operating at a center-of-mass energy of 250 or 350 GeV, but also comment of the full ILC
running plan.
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1. Introduction1

At lepton colliders, the initial state of the colliding particles is fully defined, including the ori-2

entation of their spins which is called polarization. This enables high precision studies of known3

particles like the Higgs boson or the top quark and a rich program of searches for the unknown,4

which is complementary to searches at the LHC.5

The International Linear Collider (ILC) [1] is a planned electron-positron collider with center-of-6

mass energies of up to 500 GeV and a possible upgrade to 1 TeV. Its construction is under political7

consideration in the Kitakami region in the prefecture Iwate in Japan. At the ILC, both beams will8

be longitudinally polarized, |80%| for e−-beam and |30−60%| for e+-beam, including an indi-9

vidual switch of the polarization sign (helicity reversal) for both beams. This provides a choice10

between different spin configurations, which allows accurate measurements of the chiral structure11

of the electroweak interaction and possible new phenomena, e.g. Dark Matter.12

The International Large Detector (ILD) is a concept for a detector at ILC. It is designed as a multi-13

purpose detector and optimized with a clear view on precision. This sets strong requirements on14

the ILD performance: A point resolution of the vertex detector better than 3 µm, a high tracking15

performance of σ1/pT ≈ 2 ·10−5 GeV−1 and a jet-energy resolution of σE/E ≈ 3−4% which allows16

a separation of hadronic decays from Z and W . All studies were performed within the context of17

the ILD.18

19

2. Beam Polarization Measurement20

The usage of polarized beams provides great advantages for the ILC. It allows deep insights21

into the chiral structure of the weak-interaction for known and unknown particle as well as a sensi-22

tivity to additional observables (e.g. left-right-asymmetry). Furthermore, with polarized beams it is23

possible to suppress background processes and simultaneously increase signal processes, providing24

an enhancement of the signal to noise ratio.25

However, since all event rates depend linearly on the polarization, it is important to provide a26

determination of the actual beam polarization at the permille-level in order to fully exploit the27

physics potential of the ILC [2]. This requirement can only be fulfilled by combining the fast time-28

resolved measurements of the laser-Compton polarimeters with an absolute scale calibration of29

the luminosity-weighted average polarization at the interaction point (IP) calculated from collision30

data.31

Thus, the beam polarization will be measured online by 2 laser-Compton polarimeters [3] per beam.32

Thereby, for each beam, the upstream polarimeter is located 1.65 km before the IP, while the down-33

stream polarimeter is located 150 m after the IP. In order to determine the polarization at the IP,34

the result of the polarimeter measurement is extrapolated to the IP via spin tracking [4]. For the35

absolute scale calibration, the luminosity-weighed averaged polarization is additionally calculated36

from collision data.37

This study will focus on calculated from collision data using the minimization between the mea-38

sured cross section σdata and the theoretical expected cross section σtheory [5]. Thereby, the cross39

sections are defined by:40
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σdata :=
D−B
ε ·LI

(2.1)

σtheory :=
(1−Pe−)

2
(1+Pe+)

2
·σLR +

(1+Pe−)

2
(1−Pe+)

2
·σRL (2.2)

+
(1−Pe−)

2
(1−Pe+)

2
·σLL +

(1+Pe−)

2
(1+Pe+)

2
·σRR

With D, B, ε , LI are the number of selected events, the expected number of background41

events, the detector selection efficiency and the integrated luminosity, respectively. Pe± is the beam42

polarization of the e±-beam and σLR corresponds to the chiral cross section with purely left-handed43

electrons and right-handed positrons. The four chiral cross sections are calculated by WHIZARD [6]44

considering ISR and the beam spectrum.45

To maximize the precision on the luminosity-weighted averaged beam polarization, the standard46

model processes should have both a large left-right asymmetry ALR
RL for a high sensitivity to the chi-47

ral structure and a high unpolarized cross section σ0 to increase the statistical precision. Thereby,48

ALR
RL and σ0 are defined by:49

ALR
RL :=

σLR−σRL

σLR +σRL
σ0 :=

1
4 ∑σ{R,L} (2.3)

The values for ALR
RL and σ0 for a few suitable processes can be found in tab.1. For illustration,50

only the left-right asymmetry ALR
RL was chosen in this study but in principle this approach would51

work similarly for all other left-right asymmetries ( eg. ALR
LL , etc. ), as well. In leading order, the52

W -pair production has the largest sensitivity to the beam polarization because it is only possible53

for left-handed electrons and right-handed positrons. Further more, it also has a sufficient large54

unpolarized cross section. As seen in tab.1, the s-channel Z exchange has a far lower sensitivity55

to the actual chiral structure but, due to the far larger unpolarized cross section, the sensitivity to56

the beam polarization is comparable to the W-pair production. The beam polarization can also57

be simultaneously determined from multiple processes including different channels in order to58

increase its precision.59

Process [250 GeV] ALR
RL σ0[pb]

l = µ, τ

q = u, d, c, s, b

e+e−→W+W−→ qq̄lν 0.982 4.74
e+e−→ Z→ qq̄ 0.289 50.1
e+e−→ e−ν̄W+→ e−ν̄qq̄ 0.983 1.29
e+e−→ e+νW−→ e+νqq̄ 0.983 1.29
...

...
...

Table 1: A few processes with a large sensitivity to beam polarization and their corresponding values for
the left-right asymmetry ALR

RL and the unpolarized cross section σ0, defined in eq. 2.3

3. Simultaneous Determination of the Chiral Cross Section60

For the measurement of the luminosity-weighted averaged polarization from the total chiral61

cross sections, a precise knowledge of these cross sections is necessary. However, the beam po-62
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larization can also be determined from the chirality dependence of the differential cross section.63

Thus, by using differential cross section measurements, the beam polarization and the total chiral64

cross section can be determined simultaneously without relying on theoretical calculations alone.65

For the measurement of the total chiral cross sections the following parametrization was used: For66

each process and channel, a parameter α scales the unpolarized cross section and another parameter67

β allows for a shift in the asymmetry. They are defined as:68

A −→ A+β σ0 −→ α ·σ0 (3.1)

14 standard model processes including their channels were used in this study. This results in69

a 32 parameter fit: four parameters for the beam polarization and two pseudo-nuisance parame-70

ters per process and channel, as defined in eq.3.1. Thereby, all 28 pseudo-nuisance parameters are71

correctly determined without loss of precision on the beam polarization. The results for the statis-72

tical precision of all parameters can be found in tab.2. As it is shown, the statistical precision of a73

permille-level on all parameters is well achievable. Note that the permille-level goal on the beam74

polarization precision is exceeded because these results only include the statistical precision.75

χ2 / NDF: 753.43 / 708
∆P−e− 3.4 ∆P+

e− 1.3 ∆P+
e+ 3.9 ∆P−e+ 2.9

∆αW+(eν lν) 12 ∆αW−(eν lν) 12 ∆βW−(eν lν) 13 ∆βW+(eν lν) 6.2
∆αW+(eνqq̄) 7.5 ∆αW−(eνqq̄) 7.5 ∆βW−(eνqq̄) 7.6 ∆βW+(eνqq̄) 3.6
∆αWW (qq̄qq̄) 5.6 ∆αWW (lν lν) 12 ∆βWW (lν lν) 4.9 ∆βWW (qq̄qq̄) 1.6
∆αWW (lνqq̄) 5.4 ∆αZZ(qq̄qq̄) 10 ∆βZZ(qq̄qq̄) 12 ∆βWW (lνqq̄) 1.4

∆αZZ(llll) 28 ∆αZZ(llqq̄) 9.8 ∆βZZ(llqq̄) 12 ∆βZZ(llll) 34
∆αZZWW (qq̄qq̄) 5.8 ∆αZZWW (lν lν) 12 ∆βZZWW (lν lν) 8.1 ∆βZZWW (qq̄qq̄) 2.9

∆αZ(qq̄) 1.6 ∆αZ(l+l−) 2.4 ∆βZ(l+l−) 4.2 ∆βZ(qq̄) 3.3

Table 2: Results for the absolute uncertainty on the polarization and the pseudo nuisance parameters α , β ,
defined in eq.3.1, in 10−4 from the simultaneous fit at

√
s = 250GeV and LI = 2000fb−1

4. Measurement of Triple Gauge Couplings (TGC) at an e+e− Collider76

Lepton colliders are well suited to measure electroweak triple gauge couplings. However, the77

measurement of these couplings also has a large sensitivity to the actual beam polarization. Thus,78

the polarization measurement would significantly affect the TGC determination and vice versa.79

Therefore, it is necessary to measure anomalous TGC and the beam polarization simultaneously.80

This can be achieved in a similar way as the simultaneous calculation of the total chiral cross sec-81

tion, described in sec. 3.82

For a center-of-mass energy of 500 GeV, the simultaneous measurement of the beam polarization83

and anomalous TGC was studied using W -pair production in the semileptonic channel [7]. This84

study was performed with a full detector simulation of the ILD detector concept and the precision85

on the three anomalous TGCs gZ
1 , κγ and λγ were determined simultaneously within a Effective86
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Field Theory (EFT) approximation including second order terms. This study was repeated at a87

center-of-mass energy of 1 TeV, also with the full ILD detector simulation [8].88

These analysis provide two reference points for TGC precision at different center-of-mass energies.89

The goal is an approximation on the TGC precision at 250 GeV by extrapolating the 500 GeV re-90

sults to 250 GeV. Therefore, three scaling factors were considered; the first is the statistical scaling91

fstat which is just given by 1/
√

N and the second is the actual sensitivity to the TGCs which is as-92

sumed to scale with M2
W/s. The third scaling factor fdet is related to the energy dependence of the93

detector acceptance. Such a factor is hard to predict, and thus it is determined by the comparison94

between the 500 GeV and 1 TeV results. The final scaling factors are shown in eq. 4.1.95

∆ci(
√

s) = ∆ci(500GeV) · fstat(
√

s;LI) · ftheo(
√

s) · fdet,i(
√

s) (4.1a)

fstat
(√

s;LI
)
=

√
500fb−1 ·σ (500 GeV)

LI ·σ (
√

s)
; ftheo

(√
s
)
=

(500 GeV)2

s
(4.1b)

fdet,∆g
(√

s
)
= 0.85+

0.15
500GeV

·
√

s; fdet,∆λ

(√
s
)
= 0.63+

0.37
500GeV

·
√

s (4.1c)

fdet,∆κ

(√
s
)
= 1; (4.1d)

The achievable precision of the TGC measurement is shown in tab.3. At the ILC, a sub-permille-96

level on anomalous TGC precision can already be reached in the first stage of ILC with 250 GeV.97

This is roughly 2 orders of magnitude better than the current best limit on anomalous TGCs, as98

shown in fig.1.99

ILD full simulation [7] Extrapolations
ECMS 500 GeV 250 GeV 350 GeV H-20 [9]
∆gZ

1 4.3 ·10−4 8.1 ·10−4 5.0 ·10−4 5.0 ·10−4

∆κγ 4.4 ·10−4 9.6 ·10−4 5.5 ·10−4 5.7 ·10−4

∆λγ 4.1 ·10−4 7.8 ·10−4 5.0 ·10−4 5.1 ·10−4

Table 3: Achievable precision of the Triple Gauge Couplings measurement for LILC = 2ab−1 at the ILC

TGC Limits @ 68% CL
0.05− 0 0.05 0.1

γλ∆

γκ∆

1
Z

g∆

ATLAS

CMS

LEP Combined

ILC full H-20

ILC 350GeV

ILC 250GeV

Detail View of the ILC Precision

TGC Limits @ 68% CL
0.001− 0 0.001

γλ∆

γκ∆

1
Z

g∆

ILC full H-20 ILC 350GeV ILC 250GeV

Detail View of the ILC Precision

Figure 1: Comparison of the reachable TGC precision of the ILC, shown in tab.3, with the final results from
LEP combined from ALEPH, L3 and OPAL results [10] and the LHC TGC limits for

√
s = 8TeV data and

an integrated luminosity of LI = 20.3fb−1 and LI = 19.4fb−1 for ATLAS and CMS, respectively [11]
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